
How Thin Is Your Skin

Blame.  Always blame. 
Rather than a careful reflection; rather than a thoughtful support.  
Simple, immediate blame, blindly adopted by the district – a district which, in imitating 

and extending callous national trends, received governmental accolades as it condemned and 
labeled an escalating tally of bad teachers.*  Blaming teachers, blaming students, blaming 
parents, blaming neighborhoods, blaming communities, blaming cultures, blaming school board 
members.

Blaming the “evil” of anti-reformers.
Blaming anyone. 
Anyone who got in the way. 
Blame, in place of a candid introspection.  
Blame, in place of a sincere effort at addressing deeply embedded social issues.  
Blame, after all?
Was the nationally modeled fast-track solution to winning reform finances.
Hired by the bucketful, superficially prepared and abruptly slotted into a non-

collaborative control over large, complicated faculties – inexperienced evaluative and 
management personnel were commanded to enforce an always interchanging string of “non-
negotiable” mandates through the simple expediency of tolerating no opposition.  

Exasperatingly, however?  
Teachers, students, parents, old-school principals, school staff, community leaders, union 

representatives and hesitantly thoughtful school board members – oh, so many ungrateful people:
Resisted.
And thus unaccountably forced themselves into the role of targets.
As a hard-line reform solution, targeting – the practice of placing a publicly derisive 

reform-bought blame onto anyone who (in lieu of actually slowing down to investigate the 
probable truth behind such an ongoing and each year increasing resistance) got in the way of a 
lucratively deregulated accountability – well luckily, targeting?  

Was a solution not only nationally supported, but nationally modeled.  For so many years 
now, a loudly applauded testing legislation – along with an excessively financed media 
advertising and an unprecedented barrage of heavily funded reform campaigns – had all 
painstakingly led the public to the understanding that, in days of a truly compassionate reform?  
It was vitally necessary to not only locate, but aggressively identify (and subsequently eliminate) 
that most defective of all public school malignancies: selfishly incompetent teachers.  Those 
literal masses, those entire schoolsful, of ineffectually bad employees; those so many now even 
judicially identified “grossly inept” employees who, as the hapless puppets of self-serving 
unions, were scandalously protected in their shocking inability to teach.  

Long-term experienced, union protected teachers?  
Oh, unquestionably, the prime cause of each and every one of those indefensibly 

generated scores.  
The good news, however?
Well, the good news was that nowadays – nowadays in an über-enlightened and 

technologically imbued era – well, according to the heavily advertised goals of a truly modern 
reform?  These selfishly ineffectual, union-protected teachers could now be statistically 
identified.  Identified, isolated and, through the each year more narrowed assertion of an 



additionally legalized targeting, ultimately be evaluated right out of the system.  What the public 
was not to know (and, under the NCLB/R2T tactics of a blame-dependent scapegoating, never 
likely to know) was that, in truth?  

Educators who did a seriously poor job – and despite media campaigns willing to play 
upon the public propensity to imagine the worst, there weren’t, in fact, all that many: 

Well, truly ineffectual teachers?  
Were not actually the subject of an immovably targeted blame.  
Teachers who missed countless work days; teachers who never asked for, nor graded, 

student assignments; teachers who regularly sent unsupervised children out of the classroom; 
teachers who repeatedly “forgot” to take attendance; teachers who never made a phone call 
home.

Not the target. 
But.
Teachers who, oh my, the audacity, spoke up.   
Teachers who pointed directly to administrative weaknesses; teachers who fought against 

invasively non-democratic dictates; teachers who mentioned wasteful spending; teachers who 
intentionally avoided dumbed-down and disconnected curriculum mandates; teachers who stood 
up against the destabilizing invasions of reform in any way at all: 

Ah, there they were; now you had found them.  
The genuine, if razzle-dazzle smoke-screen-camouflaged modern-day target.  
When, following highly applauded national trends, political big-boys drew up additional 

legislation for garnering an appended funding through the “getting rid of bad teachers” – the 
always churning management hires in charge at reform-invaded buildings knew what to do.  
Through the handy fact of being not only inexperienced, but self-protectively defensive, 
extremely thin-skinned, and, most wonderfully, easily and endlessly annoyed? 

Oh, the “smarter” school managers of modern days were quick to discern their part.  
Their task, in fact?  Was so simple; so clear. 

In days looking to the instantaneous magic of silver bullets, they simply had to locate, 
isolate, and then devote themselves to the negative evaluation (and ultimate removal) of any 
school employee – any unmistakably bad teacher – who had the temerity, the impudence, oh, the 
insupportable audacity: 

To pierce their very thin skins, and piss them off.†

*Reveling in a proudly published A+ for the unprecedented dismissal of bad teachers, simultaneously our district 
received a much less publicized D- for the fact that, somehow?  They had not thought to recruit and painstakingly 
license the many non-bad teachers who would necessarily be required to step in and and take their place.  Oh well: 
Much better to be decisively rid of bad teachers, than to have enough teachers.

†While recent statistics around the modern-day “merit” system of teacher retention and dismissal suggest that this 
structure works best when 3 to 5 percent of teachers are annually released, a differently focused research is needed 
to find out if the teachers being assertively dismissed are those who actually show weaknesses at the job – or simply 
those who most vocally resist the endlessly imposed invasions of reform.  


